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Comparative study of Si„001… surface structure and interatomic potentials
in finite-temperature simulations
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We have performed a comparative study of three widely used classical many-body potentials for silicon
~Stillinger-Weber, Tersoff-2, and Tersoff-3! in connection with finite-temperature simulations of the Si~001!
surface. Large-scale constant-pressure Monte Carlo simulations are used to examine the reconstruction of the
Si~001! surface, formation of antiphase boundaries, and defect structures such as dimer vacancies. The accu-
racy of the empirical potentials is compared with first-principles methods and with experimental results when
possible. We find that good performance in the static limit~i.e., atT50 K) does not ensure the suitability of the
potential for finite-temperature simulations. The Stillinger-Weber potential is found to give the best overall
performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Extensive efforts have been devoted to the study of
silicon ~001! surface partly due to the fact that the microele
tronic industry relies heavily on silicon technology an
partly because silicon surface properties still pose challen
to our theoretical understanding.1 The surface displays a va
riety of fascinating phenomena despite its relatively sim
composition. For these reasons, Si~001! is an ideal system
for developing simulation methods based on empirical ma
body potentials. Accurate first-principles quantum
mechanical methods2 are currently limited to static calcula
tions of small systems composed of only few hundred ato
at best. Large-scale simulations are, however, required
cases where long-range elastic interactions are involved
to surface reconstructions and defects. Therefore, empi
potentials are valuable for studying both static and dyna
properties in simulations involving tens of thousands of
oms. Furthermore, the empirical approach can be use
study systems at nonzero values of temperature where
tropic effects may compete with the internal energy in de
mining what the state of lowest free energy is.

Other techniques, such as tight binding,3 have been devel
oped to fill in the gap betweenab initio and empirical meth-
ods, but often the phenomena of interest involve such l
length scales that the empirical method is the only pract
choice. Of course, effects which are quantum mechanica
nature cannot be described by a classical approach,
buckling of dimers on Si~001! will not be present in empiri-
cal results. Nevertheless, when combined with advan
Monte Carlo techniques,4 empirical potentials are extremel
useful for studies of various temperature-dependent la
scale properties.

In this work, we compare the suitability of th
Stillinger-Weber5 ~SW!, Tersoff-26 (T2), and Tersoff-37,8

(T3) potentials for finite-temperature simulations of t
Si~001! surface. Few comparative studies of empirical s
con potentials have appeared in the literature, and, in g
eral, only static properties~i.e., T50 K) have been consid
ered in them. Six empirical potentials were tested
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Balamaneet al., who predicted that SW,T3, and to a lesser
extent T2 would all be useful in simulations involving
Si~001!.9 We show that reasonable performance atT50 K
does not ensure that a given potential is suitable for fin
temperature simulations. The potentials are thoroughly te
in their ability to describe the basic 231 reconstruction and
defect structures such as antiphase boundaries and dime
cancies. Our study reveals unexpected shortcomings and
phasizes the importance of testing potentials for differ
kinds of applications.

This paper is organized as follows. The potentials are
scribed in the following section. In Sec. III, we give deta
of the computational procedure. The results and discus
are presented in Sec. IV. Finally, we give our concludi
remarks in Sec. V.

II. POTENTIALS

A. The Stillinger-Weber potential „SW…

The Stillinger-Weber potential models bonding with cla
sical two- and three-body interactions. The structural ene
of the system is given by the potential-energy function w
ten as

E5(
^ i , j &

eF2S r i j

s D1 (
^ i , j ,k&

elF3S r i j

s
,
r ik

s D S cosu i jk1
1

3D 2

,

~1!

where the first sum is taken over all nearest-neighbor bo
^ i , j & and the second sum over all triplets^ i , j ,k& with the
vertex at sitei ( j andk are nearest neighbors ofi ). e ands
are the energy and length units.u i jk is the angle betweenr i j
andr ik . The spatial dependence of the two-body interact
in Eq. ~1! is introduced through the functionF2 as follows:

F2~y!5H AS B

yp
2

1

yqD ed/(y2b) if y,b

0 otherwise.

~2!
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Note thatF2(y) is a function of the rescaled bond lengthy
only, and it vanishes without discontinuities aty5b. This
function exhibits a minimum equal to21 aty521/6, i.e., the
ideal bond length is given byR0521/6s. The three-body
function F3 is given by

F3~y1 ,y2!5H eg/(y12b)1g/(y22b) if y1 ,y2,b

0 otherwise,
~3!

wherey1 andy2 are the rescaled lengths of bonds betwee
central atomi and its two nearest-neighborsj andk.

Originally the parameters of the SW model were fitted
the lattice constant and cohesive energy of the diam
structure with the additional requirement that the melt
point and the structure of liquid silicon be described. T
original parameters give the value24.34 eV for the bulk
cohesive energy of diamond silicon. As in Ref. 9, we find
convenient to have a common basis for comparison p
poses. Therefore, the two- and three-body energy param
are multiplied by the same scale factor of 1.068 to reprod
the current experimental value24.63 eV for the cohesive
energy. The parameters for the SW model used in this st
are5,9

A57.0496, B50.602 22, p54, q50,

d51, b51.80, l521.0, g51.20,

R052.351 Å, e52.315 eV. ~4!

B. The Tersoff potentials „T2 and T3…

The Tersoff potentials6 T2 andT3 ~Refs. 7 and 8! refer to
two different parametrizations of the same functional for
Potentials of the Tersoff type are called cluster functiona9

Bonding is modeled with pairwise interactions where the
tractive term depends on the local environment of the ato
effectively including many-body interactions. The structu
energy has the form8

E5
1

2 ( 8
i , j

f c~r i j !@Ae2l1r i j 1bi j Be2l2r i j #, ~5!

where the prime indicates that the summation is taken o
distinct indices.

The cutoff function of Eq.~5! is given by

f c~r !5H 1 if r ,R

1

2
1

1

2
cos@p~r 2R!/~S2R!# if R,r ,S

0 if R.S,
~6!

and

bi j 5~11bnj i j
n !21/2n, ~7!

j i j 5 (
kÞ i , j

f c~r ik!g~u i jk !exp@l3
3~r i j 2r ik!3#, ~8!
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g~u!511c2/d22c2/@d21~h2cosu!2#, ~9!

whereu i jk is the angle betweenr i j andr ik , and the function
bi j is the feature which includes the many-body effect, th
representing a measure of bond order. In addition, te
which limit the range of interaction are also included inbi j .

The parameters forT2 were fitted to a database consistin
of cohesive energies of real and hypothetical structures
bulk silicon, along with the bulk modulus and bond length
the diamond structure. In the case ofT3, the parameters wer
also required to produce the three elastic constants of sil
within 20%. The parameter values for bothT2 andT3 are
summarized in Table I.

III. SIMULATION METHOD

Large-scale constant-pressure Monte Carlo~MC!
simulations4 are used in this work to study the properties
the Si~001! surface at finite temperatures. In addition, t
structural energies of antiphase configurations are de
mined using static calculations in which the total energy
the system is minimized using the conjugate gradi
method. The MC approach was chosen because, for our
poses, it offers several advantages over other alterna
methods such as molecular dynamics~MD!. The standard
MC method can be substantially accelerated by impleme
ing advanced MC moves into the regular algorithm. For e
ample, in a newly developed hybrid MC-MD scheme, w
have implemented multiparticle moves which allow us
study phenomena such as formation or relaxation of tw
dimensional islands on Si~001!.10 Since the outcome of the
simulations depends crucially on the choice of potentia
comparative study was necessary.

In the MC simulations, the Si~001! system is initially set
up as a slab containing 19 or 20 layers of atoms with
surface size of 16316 or 20320 atoms. In order to examin
finite-size effects, larger slab thicknesses up to 100 ato
layers and surface sizes up to 64364 atoms are used in som
cases. The simulation unit cell is constructed along the@110#,

TABLE I. Parameters for the Tersoff potentialsT2 andT3 for
silicon. From Ref. 7.

T2 T3

A ~eV! 3.26473103 1.83083103

B ~eV! 9.53733101 4.71183102

l1 (Å21) 3.2394 2.4799
l2 (Å21) 1.3258 1.7322
b 3.367531021 1.099931026

n 2.29563101 7.873431021

c 4.8381 1.00393105

d 2.0417 1.62183101

h 0.0000 25.982631021

l3 (Å21) 1.3258 1.7322
R (Å) 2.8 2.7
S (Å) 3.2 3.0
5-2
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@11̄0#, and @001# directions. Periodic boundary condition
are applied in thex andy directions. The structural energy o
the system,E, is calculated from the atomic coordinates u
ing the SW,T2, or T3 potential.

At each MC step, we choose a particle at positionr i and
attempt to displace it by a small amount to positionr i8 . The
acceptance probability of the move is given by the Metro
lis form11 using the structural energyE to calculate the en-
ergy difference associated with the displacement of atomi.
The pressure is kept constant atP50 by allowing the sides
of the simulation cell to fluctuate independently. EveryNvol
MC steps ~typically Nvol510), we randomly choose new
linear sizes for the system (Lx8 ,Ly8 ,Lz8), slightly altered from
the previous ones. The positions of the atoms are scale
the relative change in the linear system size:x85xLx8/Lx ,
y85yLy8/Ly , and z85zLz8/Lz . The acceptance probabilit
for the volume change is calculated from the Metropo

FIG. 1. 231 reconstruction of Si~001!. The surface is viewed
from above. Filled circles mark atoms in the surface layer and
open circles in the layer below. Initial configuration with all atom
in diamond lattice positions is shown on the left. The figure on
right shows a fully dimerized surface obtained from an MC sim
lation with multiparticle moves using the SW potential~Ref. 10!.
03540
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form using an effective Hamiltonian given by12

Heff5E2NkBT ln~LxLyLz!. ~10!

Unless otherwise indicated, the results presented in Sec
were obtained from sufficiently long simulation runs to o
tain error bars smaller than or comparable to the size of
corresponding symbol.

IV. RESULTS

A. 2Ã1 reconstruction

The experimental value for the silicon lattice constant
room temperature~300 K! is 5.43 Å, which means that th
nearest-neighbor separation in bulk is 2.35 Å.13 When a sili-
con crystal is cut along the~001! plane, the surface atoms ar
left with two unsaturated bonds~dangling bonds! each. At
the expense of introducing a large surface stress, the Si~001!
surface reconstructs to form rows of dimerized atoms, yie
ing a 231 unit cell.~See Fig. 1!. The reconstruction reduce
the number of dangling bonds per atom from two to one a
establishes two characteristic directions on the surface:
allel and perpendicular to the dimer rows. The surface
under tensile stress along the dimer bond, while in the p
pendicular direction it is under compressive stress. T
dimer bond length has been measured to be close to the
bond length and the surface remains dimerized up to t
peratures of at least 1475 K.14

Static calculations by Balamane and co-workers9 show
that the 231 reconstruction lowers the energy of the Si~001!
surface with respect to an unreconstructed surface for
three empirical potentials considered in this study. Find
the global minimum, however, is not a straight-forward ta

e

e
-

d

0

FIG. 2. Typical metastable
surface configurations obtaine
from a regular MC run atT
5116 K ~upper row! and at T
5812 K ~lower row! using the
SW potential~a! and ~d!, the T2
potential ~b! and ~e!, and theT3
potential~c! and ~f!. The configu-
rations are averages over 20 00
MC steps after initial run of
20 000 MC steps. All atoms were
initially placed in diamond lattice
positions.
5-3
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because systems with complicated energy landscapes,
the Si~001! surface, can have multiple metastable states.

Figure 2 shows typicalmetastableconfigurations that are
generated in an MC simulation when the surface atoms
initially in ideal diamond lattice positions (131 ordering
shown on the left in Fig. 1!. The configurations are average
over 20 000 MC steps after 20 000 equilibration steps.
clarity, only the surface atoms are shown. In the upper r
configurations the simulation temperature waskBT
50.01 eV ~116 K! and the lower row configurations wer
obtained atkBT50.07 eV~812 K!. Note that these configu
rations do not correspond to the state of lowest free ene
but on the time scale of a usual simulation, they rem
relatively unchanged. The system is trapped in a metast
state because breaking up a dimer requires a large amou
energy and the formation of a perfectly dimerized surfa
would require many such unlikely events. In the MC a
proach, equilibration can be accelerated using advan
simulation techniques described in Sec. III.@The fully dimer-
ized Si~001! surface shown on the right in Fig. 1 was gen
ated using an algorithm with multiparticle moves.#

For the purpose of the current study, the metastable c
figurations of Fig. 2 provide information on the properties
the different empirical potentials. At the lower temperatu
the SW @Fig. 2~a!# and T2 @Fig. 2~b!# potentials produce
similar structures: segments of dimer rows with undimeriz
atoms in between. On the other hand, when theT3 potential
is used@Fig. 2~c!#, a large energy barrier prevents spontan
ous dimerization at low temperatures and consequently
surface atoms remain in their diamond lattice positions.
the SW andT2 potentials, the first dimers form at rando
positions. Once formed, the existing dimers influence
dimerization of surrounding atoms, so that sections of dim
rows form on the surface. This implies that the formation
straight-dimer rows is energetically favorable for these t
potentials. When two dimerized sections of the surface m
there is a 50% chance that the 231 reconstruction of one
section is in phase with the other section. In this case,
two domains can coalesce without defects. On the o
hand, if the positions of the dimer rows in one section
shifted by one lattice constant with respect to the other s
tion, then an antiphase boundary~APB! forms where the two
domains join. APB sections are visible in both Figs. 2~a!
and 2~b!.

At the higher temperature, the surface produced by
SW potential@Fig. 2~d!# is more disorganized than at th
lower temperature. In addition to dimers and single ato
many trimers are also visible on the surface. This indica
that the trimer configuration is energetically more favora
than having a single atom with two dangling bonds. Trim
are not observed at lower temperatures, because the fo
tion of a trimer requires concerted motion of multiple surfa
and substrate atoms. The resulting energy barrier can onl
overcome with sufficient thermal motion. Note that these
mers are metastable and serve as an intermediate state
computational procedure.

Figure 2~e! reveals a serious limitation of theT2 poten-
tial: the surface becomes very unorganized and eventu
melts at a temperature clearly below the experimentally
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termined melting point of silicon15 ~1683 K!. This problem is
most likely caused by the overly soft bond-bending forces
the T2 model. Note that the melting happens regardless
the initial configuration of the simulation~e.g., even if a
perfect 231 reconstruction is initially placed on the su
faces!. TheT3 potential was constructed to improve the ela
tic properties of the Tersoff model compared to the earlierT2
parametrization. Figure 2~f! shows the configuration pro
duced by theT3 potential at the higher temperature. Th
atomic arrangement resembles that of the SW andT2 poten-
tials at the lower temperature with the exception th
straight-dimer row segments are clearly shorter. This is
cause theT3 potential in fact favors antiphase configuratio
~see Sec. IV D 1 for details!.

B. Effects of finite slab thickness

In simulational studies involving surfaces, the effects
the surface have generally been assumed to extend on
few atomic layers into the bulk. In principle, this is true if w
consider a surface on an infinite substrate: deviations fr
bulk values decrease rapidly as a function of distance fr
the surface. Following this argumentation, a 20-layer th
slab should be sufficiently thick to prevent the two surfac
from interacting with each other. We found, however, that
a constant-pressure simulation where the sides of the s
lation slab are allowed to fluctuate independently, the s
faces cause significant finite-size effects due to the fin
thickness of the slab. The effects caused by finite cro
sectional area are much smaller because periodic bound
are used in thex and y directions. Nevertheless, these c
also be significant when making very accurate calculatio

In this section, we discuss how the anisotropic 231 re-
construction of the Si~001! surface leads to unphysical be
havior in a finite-temperature simulation. We propose a so
tion that clearly improves the situation but also point out th
problems may arise in all simulations in which similar met
ods are used. Figure 3 shows the average separation bet
atomic layers inz direction~perpendicular to the surfaces! at
~a! kBT50.01 eV ~116 K! and ~b! kBT50.05 eV ~580 K!.
The two surfaces of the slab are identical, both are 231
reconstructed with dimer bonds in thex direction. For all
three potentials, we observe oscillatory behavior in the la
separations through the whole bulk region of the slab. T
amplitude of the oscillations does not decrease with dista
from the surface as would be expected of a regular surf
effect. The oscillations produced by the SW andT3 poten-
tials are not affected by change in temperature~except for a
slight increase in all distances due to thermal expansion!. In
the case of theT2 potential, the system undergoes a ‘‘pha
shift’’ with increasing temperature where large distances
come smaller and vice versa. The surface begins to me
temperatures above 200 K due to the overly soft bo
bending forces of theT2 potential. The distortion of the 2
31 reconstruction is reflected through the whole system
causes the changes in the layer separations.

This leads us to the origin of the oscillations. It should
noted first that in bulk simulations~i.e., if periodic bound-
aries are used in all three directions! we do not observe such
5-4
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behavior. In addition, increasing the cross-sectional are
the simulation slab does not affect the amplitude of the
cillations~simulations were carried out using surface sizes
to 64364 atoms while keeping the slab thickness consta!.
In Fig. 4, the amplitude of the oscillations~in the bulk sec-
tion of the slab! is plotted as a function of bulk thickness. W
note that the amplitude decreases with increasing bulk th
ness, which indicates that the oscillations are caused by
surfaces due to finite slab thickness. We also observe th
the simulations the system shrinks in thex direction ~in the
direction of the dimer bonds on both surfaces!, while it ex-
pands in they direction. It is reminded that the 231 recon-
structed Si~001! surface is under tensile stress in the dire
tion of the dimer bond and under compression in
perpendicular direction. In a constant-pressure MC simu
tion at P50, the sides of the simulation slab fluctuate ind
pendently. The system attempts to relieve part of the st
by the anisotropic change inLx and Ly , which causes the
atomic layers in the diamond lattice to move in such a w
that every other interlayer distance becomes smaller and
ery other larger. The energy gain from relieving the stress
the surface is balanced by the energy cost from distorting

FIG. 3. Separation of atomic layers inz direction for SW,T2,
and T3 at ~a! kBT50.01 eV ~116 K! and ~b! kBT50.05 eV ~580
K!. Thex axis marks the number of atomic layers when travers
the slab inz direction. The error bars for the SW andT2 data are
smaller than the size of the corresponding symbols. For theT2 data,
the error bars are somewhat larger,'2 –3 times the size of the
symbols.
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diamond lattice in the bulk. The influence of the surfaces
inversely proportional to the bulk thickness.

In order to confirm our theory, we performed static calc
lations in which either an isotropic or anisotropic strain w
applied in thex and y directions. The results show that th
layer separations in bulk silicon are constant if the system
under isotropic strain, whereas anisotropic strain produ
similar oscillations as are observed in the MC simulatio
The larger the anisotropy, the larger the amplitude of
oscillations is.

The finite slab thickness affects the simulation results i
significant way: for example, the dimer bond length i
creases as a function of bulk thickness. We cannot solve
problem by increasing the slab thickness, because even
dred atomic layers do not give convergence to accepta
accuracy. We can, however, rotate the orientation of
dimer bonds on one of the surfaces by using an odd num
of atomic layers in the simulation slab. Due to the geome

FIG. 4. Amplitude of oscillations in layer separation for the S
model as a function of bulk thickness. The solid curve is an inve
function fitted to the data. The simulation temperature iskBT
50.03 eV~348 K!. Due to increasingly long simulation times, th
error bars for bulk thicknesses larger than 20 layers are of the o
231023.

FIG. 5. Layer separations for two systems with one having sa
dimer orientation on the two surfaces~parallel! and the other per-
pendicular dimer bonds on the two surfaces. Thex axis marks the
number of atomic layers when traversing the slab inz direction.

g
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of the diamond lattice, an odd number of atomic layers
sults in a 231 reconstruction on one surface and 132 re-
construction on the other.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of layer separations for
systems with one having parallel~20 atomic layers! and the
other perpendicular dimer bonds~19 atomic layers! on the
two surfaces. We note that if the two surfaces have perp
dicular orientations, then the two surface effects cancel
and the interlayer distance no longer oscillates. The sa
result cannot be achieved by fixing the bottom layers of
slab~using a single surface instead of two surfaces! because
the amplitude decreases but the oscillations do not disapp
As a conclusion, the finite-size effects can be considera
reduced by using an odd number of atomic layers~perpen-
dicular surface orientations!. We note, however, that th
problem cannot be fully solved this way and even sub
effects can influence accurate calculations in a signific
way ~for further discussion see Sec. IV D!.

C. Structural properties

We now focus on the structural properties of the 231
reconstruction. Figures 6 and 7 show the bulk and the di
bond lengths as a function of temperature for the three
tentials SW,T2, andT3. The data are obtained from simul
tions using a system of 1631631954864 atoms~perpen-
dicular dimer bonds on the lower and the upper surface
the slab!. The statistical errors are smaller or of the same s
as the symbols used in the figures~the fluctuations in dimer
bond lengths are slightly larger due to the small number
dimers!. The experimental value of the nearest-neighb
bond length in bulk is'2.35 Å at low temperatures and th
distance between dimers is estimated to be close to
value.1 Our simulation results show that all three potenti
give bulk bond lengths very close to the experimental va
at low temperatures. We note that the thermal-expansion
efficient of theT2 data changes aroundT5500 K. This un-
physical behavior is explained by the melting of the tw
surfaces which extends several layers into the bulk. The b
properties of the system are affected by the melting beca
of the finite thickness of the simulation slab.

FIG. 6. Bulk bond length as a function of temperature. T
symbols are simulation results using the SW~circles!, T2 ~tri-
angles!, or theT3 ~squares! potential. For the SW andT3 models,
the solid lines are linear fits to the data.
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Another point to note is that experiments find a negat
thermal expansion at low temperatures (T,120 K) which is
not correctly modeled by any of the three potentials. Fo
more detailed discussion see Ref. 12. On the other hand
dimer bond lengths obtained at low temperatures agree
with the static calculations of Balamaneet al.,9 but ab initio
calculations reviewed in Ref. 9 predict the dimer bond len
to be shorter than the bulk bond length. Out of the th
potentials considered in this study, onlyT2 shows this
strengthening of the dimer bond at low temperatures. TheT2
model, however, is clearly unsatisfactory at temperatu
above 200 K where the dimer bond length increases rap
as the surfaces begin to melt. The irregular shape of
dimer bond length curve is due to disordering of the surfa
~see Fig. 2 for details!. Because of these shortcomings, t
T2 potential is not suited for studies of the Si~001! surface at
temperatures above 200 K.

D. Surface defects

1. Antiphase boundaries

Experimentally, APB’s are only observed under con
tions when growth proceeds via island nucleation on step
surfaces.1 The growing islands have a 50% chance to nuc
ate in such a way that an APB forms upon coalescence w
the upper terrace. APB’s serve as preferential nucleation s
for atoms landing on the upper terrace, which leads to
creasing surface roughness. On smooth surfaces~layer-by-
layer growth mode! APB’s are not observed. Computation
ally, the formation of dimers on an initially bulk-terminate
surface is affected by the local neighborhood of the in
vidual atoms. Using a single ‘‘seed’’ row of dimers on a
otherwise, bulk-terminated surface induces straight-r
dimerization for the SW andT2 potentials at low tempera
tures ~where random dimer formation is slow!. For theT3
potential, straight dimer rows do not form even when a se
dimer row is used, which indicates that the 231 reconstruc-
tion is not the ground state predicted by this potential.

The energy difference between an antiphase configura
and an ideal 231 reconstruction is extremely small. A stati

FIG. 7. Dimer bond length as a function of temperature. T
symbols are simulation results using the SW~circles!, T2 ~tri-
angles!, or theT3 ~squares! potential. For the SW andT3 models,
the solid lines are linear fits to the data.
5-6
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energy-minimization method was used to calculate the
cess surface energy of antiphase configurations with res
to a defect-free 231 reconstruction. The unit cell of th
calculations was 2n dimers long and one dimer wide wit
two APB’s separated byn dimers in the cell (n512100).
The bulk section was 25 atomic layers thick with the botto
layers fixed to diamond lattice positions. Figure 8 shows
excess surface energy per APB as a function of APB sep
tion ~expressed in number of dimers,n) for a one dimer wide
unit cell. As a check, some APB energies were also ca
lated using MC simulations at very low temperatures and
results were found to fully agree with the static calculatio

For all three potentials, the energy increases as the A
separation becomes smaller, indicating that the interac
between two APB’s is repulsive. The APB energies of
three potentials also converge to meV accuracy at a sep
tion of eight dimers. For theT3 potential, the excess surfac
energy becomesnegativewhen the APB’s are separated by
least two dimers, which in turn indicates that the straight-r
231 reconstruction is a metastable state. This significa
limits the suitability of theT3 potential for finite temperature
MC simulations where the atoms are not restricted to ma
tain a preassigned surface configuration.

Table II summarizes the results obtained for the APB c
figurations. The saturation value and the energy of a zig
configuration~APB’s separated by a single dimer! are com-
pared with tight-binding~TB! results from Ref. 16. TheT2
potential gives values closest to the TB calculations,
qualitatively both the SW and theT2 potential produce a

FIG. 8. Excess surface energy per APB as a function of sep
tion of APB’s for a unit cell containing two equally sized antipha
domains. The reference point is a 231 reconstructed surface.

TABLE II. Energies of an isolated APB (n.20) and a zigzag
structure (n51) for the SW,T2, andT3 potentials compared with
tight-binding ~TB! results~from Ref. 16!. The TB saturation value
is for n58.

Potential APB zigzag

SW 0.0856 0.1414
T2 0.1670 0.2285
T3 20.0345 0.0112
TB 0.162 0.190
03540
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similar energy curve to the one obtained using the
method~see Ref. 16 for details!. The negative values for the
T3 potential are in clear disagreement with both the TB
sults and experimental observations of the Si~001! surface.

2. Dimer vacancies

Scanning tunneling microscopy experiments have p
duced consistent evidence that a high defect density is in
sic to the ~001! surface of silicon.17 From the theoretical
perspective,ab initio total-energy calculations by Wang
Arias, and Joannopoulos18 have shown that dimer vacancie
~DV’s! and DV complexes are energetically favorable a
stable intrinsic defects of the Si~001! surface. It was seen tha
the rebonding of the exposed second-layer atoms reduce
number of dangling bonds at the expense of introducin
large surface stress. Theab initio calculations of Ref. 18
show that the formation energy of a single DV is only 0.
eV for a rebonded configuration. For DV complexes, t
formation energy per DV can be even lower than 0.2 eV.

Exposure to Ni contamination substantially increases
density of dimer vacancies on Si~001!.22 Consequently, the
intrinsic interaction between the vacancies leads to the
mation of an ordered defect structure with 23n periodicity.
We would like to point out that similar structures are al
observed on Si~001! surfaces covered with thin epitaxial lay
ers of Ge.19 In this case, ordered 23n patterns are formed in
order to relieve part of the lattice-mismatch induced str
system. Total-energy calculations20,21 show that vacancies
have negative formation energies on Ge-covered Si~001! sur-
faces with respect to a uniformly strained Ge layer. Mix
semiconductor systems are beyond the scope of the cu
study, but since dimer vacancies obviously play a signific
role in various systems involving the Si~001! surface, it is
essential to test how well the empirical potentials are able
model such defect structures.

In contrast to the static APB calculations, consta
pressure MC simulations allow us to study whether effe
such as the rebonding of second-layer atoms can be spo
neously reproduced by the empirical potentials. In order
compare with staticab initio results, the systems wer
quenched down to a very low temperature~11 K! after a
simulation run at a higher temperature~580 K for SW and
T3, 116 K forT2). Averages were calculated after equilibr
tion at the lower temperature. As a check, static results
the 231 reconstruction from Ref. 9 are included in Table I
We note that the surface energies show a slight system
increase due to finite temperature used in the MC simu
tions, but the difference between static and low-tempera
results is very small.

Figure 9 shows the difference in average energy per p
ticle with respect to a defect-free 231 reconstruction for a
vacancy structure with 2310 periodicity. The energies ar
given as a function of distance from the surface~in atomic
layers! at T511 K. We note that for the SW andT3 poten-
tials, the average energy of the dimers increases by a s
amount, whereas theT2 potential predicts that the energ
change is clearlynegativefor the surface layer. For SW an
T2, the energy of the second-layer atoms increases by
than 0.1 eV due to rebonding.T3 gives a larger increase i

a-
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energy because the second-layer atoms do not rebond s
taneously even at 580 K. This nonrebonded configuration
metastable state which for theT3 potential lies in a deep
potential well. This can be seen by comparing with the sta
results in Ref. 9. For a rebonded 234 structure, they obtain
the value 0.62 eV for the formation energy per DV, which
clearly below our value 1.35 eV for the nonrebonded str
ture ~see Table III!.

The surface energy per unit areag is defined as

g5
1

A
~Etot2NEc!, ~11!

whereEtot is the total energy of the system composed ofN
atoms with bulk cohesive energyEc per atom~determined
from a simulation with 231 reconstructed surfaces! andA is
the area of the exposed surface~note that there are two sur
faces in the simulation slab!. To calculate the formation en
ergyEf the surface energy of each system containing the
structure is compared to the surface energy of a defect-
231 reconstruction. This is equivalent to comparing the
tal energies with the bulk total energy as the chemical po
tial ~or having the source and sink of atoms at the edge
step on the surface!.

Table III summarizes the results obtained for the D
structures. There is uncertainty in the last digits of the giv
values because the calculations involve very small~meV!
energy differences. Determining very small differences ac
rately can be difficult because of similar effects due to fin
slab thickness as discussed in Sec. IV B. In order to estim
the errors, we performed test runs using larger bulk thi
nesses up to 59 layers and larger cross-sectional areas
30330 atoms. The surface energy values increase slig
when thicker slabs are used and larger cross-sectional a

TABLE III. Surface energies (g) and formation energies (Ef) of
dimer vacancy configurations. The surface energies are given i
per 131 cell. The formation energies are calculated with respec
the 231 surface and are given in eV per DV.DEf is the difference
in formation energies between a nonrebonded~metastable! and re-
bonded~stable! configuration~for the 235 reconstruction!. The
static results for the empirical potentials are from Ref. 9. The D
results for the 23n reconstruction are from Ref. 23 (n51), Ref. 24
(n54), and Ref. 18 (n55). The surface energies of the 23n
structures were calculated from relative energies by comparin
the surface energy of the 231 reconstruction from Ref. 23.

DFT SW T2 T3

g(231) 1.57 1.412 0.752 1.363
static 1.416 0.757 1.367
g(2310) 1.418 0.714 1.431
g(235) 1.59 1.451
g(234) 1.61 1.492
Ef(2310) 0.13 20.76 1.35
Ef(235) 0.22 0.40
Ef(234) 0.28 0.64
DEf 0.42 1.45
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lead to somewhat smaller values. These systematic de
tions are the result of small changes in the structure of
simulation cell which are determined by the relative thic
ness of the simulation slab with respect to the cross-secti
area. For the surface energies given in Table III, the err
are estimated to be less than 10 meV. These deviation
not, however, affect the relative order of the surface energ
obtained for the different vacancy structures. Thus, the qu
tative conclusions that are drawn from the results rem
unchanged even if the absolute values are not fully accur
Nevertheless, the questions related to the finite-size effec
finite-temperature simulations need careful attention and
plan to investigate them more thoroughly in our future wo

For the defect-free 231 reconstruction, the SW andT3
potentials give surface energies in fair agreement with
discrete Fourier transform~DFT! value, whereas the valu
for T2 is clearly too small. TheT2 potential also predicts
that vacancy formation is exothermic with respect to the
31 reconstruction; the formation energy per DV for the
310 vacancy-line structure is20.76 eV. As already men
tioned, theT3 potential produces such a large energy bar
for rebonding of the second-layer atoms that the system
mains in a nonrebonded metastable state atT5580 K. This
leads to the large formation energy of 1.35 eV.

The SW potential was examined in more detail due to
satisfactory overall performance. The central features
dimer vacancies, rebonding of second-layer atoms
atomic displacements in the vicinity of the defect, are a
described with reasonable accuracy by SW. The forma
energies of dimer vacancies in periodic 23n structures agree
fairly well with correspondingab initio results. To compare
the energy difference between a metastable, nonrebon
configuration and the stable rebonded configuration, a si
lation using the SW potential was performed at a very l
temperature~11 K! where the second-layer atoms are una
to rebond due to lack of thermal motion. The SW potent
gives the value 1.45 eV, which is clearly higher than t
corresponding DFT value 0.42 eV obtained in Ref. 18. T
discrepancy between the SW and DFT values is most lik

FIG. 9. Average energy difference per atom with respect to
ideal 231 reconstruction for a 2310 reconstructed surface. Thex
axis denotes distance from the surface. The inset shows the at
arrangement of the surface atoms in the 2310 configuration.
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caused by the fact that empirical potentials, in general,
not give accurate descriptions of surface stress;9 although the
atomic displacements are qualitatively similar to those ca
lated byab initio methods, it is not surprising that quantit
tive results do not fully agree. Furthermore, it is difficult
estimate the accuracy of theab initio results because varyin
techniques and input parameters have been used by diffe
groups. Structural parameters can usually be determined
good accuracy but energies converge more slowly be
plane-wave cutoff energy9 of 10 Ry. Typically, values less
than 10 Ry have been used for computational reasons.
important to keep this in mind when making comparison

One interesting point that should be noticed from the
sults of Table III is the dependence of the formation ene
on the periodicity of vacancy-line structure. The smaller
value ofn, the larger is the formation energy per DV for th
23n configuration. This indicates that the dimer vacan
lines interact repulsively in the direction perpendicular to
dimer bonds. In the other direction, along the dimer bon
the interaction must be short ranged and attractive due to
fact that the DV are observed to organize into rows.

V. CONCLUSION

We have performed a comparative study of empirical
tentials of silicon with emphasis on finite-temperature sim
lations of the Si~001! surface. The results show that a re
sonably accurate description of bulk properties does
ensure that a potential is suitable for simulations involv
surfaces. In addition, simulations at finite temperatures
be problematic even if the potential gives good results aT
50 K.

The SW potential was found to give the best overall p
formance in describing the main properties of the Si~001!
surface: dimer formation, stability of the straight-row 231
reconstruction, bond lengths, etc. Surface defects suc
dimer vacancies and periodic vacancy-line structures are
described fairly accurately. The results are not in qualitat
disagreement with any current experimental or theoret
findings of the Si~001! surface, although all details are n
correctly modeled.

In contrast, theT2 and T3 potentials both suffer from
serious limitations in their description of the Si~001! surface.
n
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e,
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The T2 potential gives fairly good results at low temper
tures (T,200 K) but at higher temperatures the potent
displays clearly unphysical behavior as the surface melts
ter 500 K. TheT2 potential also predicts that vacancy fo
mation is exothermic with respect to a defect-free 231 re-
construction which is in disagreement withab initio results.
TheT3 potential was found to favor antiphase domains o
the experimentally observed 231 reconstruction. These re
sults limit the suitability of the Tersoff potentials for finite
temperature simulations where the surface atoms are not
fined to the immediate vicinity of their initial positions.

In addition to studying the properties of the empirical p
tentials, we found that significant finite-size effects can
encountered in constant-pressure simulations involving
faces. These observations are not limited to simulations
silicon surfaces but apply to all those cases where sim
simulation methods are used. We propose a solution to
lieve part of the problem but emphasize the importance
paying attention to these questions.

In conclusion, we have found significant differences in t
performance of three widely used empirical silicon pote
tials: SW,T2, andT3. None of them can give a fully accurat
description of the Si~001! surface, but in our opinion, the SW
potential is best suited for simulations conducted at fin
temperatures. We believe that despite its shortcomings,
SW potential can be used in large-scale simulations of
Si~001! surface to study otherwise intractable problems. F
example, we are currently developing MC techniques
study the structure of thin Ge layers on Si~001!. Although
time consuming, it is always worthwhile to test the suitab
ity of a potential for a given application because empiric
potentials are never fully transferable. Hopefully, this inve
tigation will prove useful for other researchers planning
use these potentials in their work.
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